Rhode Island: Settled by Europeans in the early 1600s, the smallest state is full of history – and home to 20% of all U.S. historical landmarks! Respected for education and creativity, Providence is home to over a million people, and several superb universities. Come to a friendly state that is famous for great food, fishing, sailing and antiquing – along an easy-access coastline! The entire shoreline is publicly owned for the benefit of all state residents.

Providence, RI – just 45 minutes from Boston! Join a growing private practice with a team of caring physicians, medical assistants, technicians and specialists who diagnose and treat a variety of conditions and improve the quality of life of their patients! This group has an on-site infusion center, and also does research / clinical trials. These physicians are also teachers and researchers affiliated with an Ivy League University. Enjoy a convenient weekday schedule. Begin as an employee with salary and benefits including a cash signing bonus – and get on a fast track to partnership. J1/ H1B visa support is available! Practice in a thriving suburb of Providence – a historic city with a metro area of 1.6 million that extends into southern Mass. This “Creative Capital” has a thriving arts community and a wealth of educational resources with several respected universities. The area offers welcoming neighborhoods with excellent schools. In 45 minutes you can drive to Boston for the ballet or a Red Sox or Celtics game, to Cape Cod for a day of fishing or sailing or antiquing, or to Newport RI to tour the famous mansions or enjoy one of the east coast’s most beautiful beaches! NYC is 3 hours away.

Maine: Come to Vacationland – great seafood, and so much more! Year round recreation includes nationally-rated ski resorts, award-winning golf, hiking, snowmobiling, sailing and kayaking. Enjoy hundreds of miles of picturesque coastline with powdery beaches and dramatic rocky cliffs. Maine has clear lakes, pristine forests and affordable real estate! Care for patients who respect and appreciate their doctors.

Augusta, Maine: A BRAND NEW state-of-the-art 192-bed Regional Medical Center invites a Rheumatologist to join their multispecialty practice. Enjoy a convenient 4 day/week schedule, with NO CALL! Teaching is an option at the unopposed family medicine residency. Earn an extremely competitive guaranteed income (base plus incentive) and get multi-year medical education loan repayment! Augusta is Maine’s capital city, a growing college town next to the popular Lakes region in scenic south-central Maine just an hour from all the amenities of Portland!
Michigan: Detroit gets most of the press, yet this Midwest state has a beautiful parks system, hundreds of lakes, fun downhill skiing and challenging golf courses – and, with over 3000 miles of Great Lakes shoreline – more lighthouses and registered boats than any other state. Explore the natural beauty, and many ways to enjoy this wonderland.

Bay City: on Lake Huron! Join one of the most desirable areas in the Great Lakes region with an award-winning 400+ bed medical center. Choose hospital employment (base salary, incentive bonuses, and full benefits) or launch a new private practice (with full hospital support). This family friendly area offers fine educational, recreational and cultural resources. Housing is affordable, and your dreams of waterfront living can be fulfilled on the Bay, or the scenic Saginaw River! Local recreation includes wonderful golf courses, downhill skiing, and boating of all kinds – plus some of the best fishing anywhere! Camping and hiking are tremendously popular, and wintertime is snowmobile season. Local shopping and dining options abound throughout the Tri-City area. Bay City is 100 minutes north of Detroit, with an international airport, casinos, the flavors of Greektown, and more amenities enjoyed by four million residents in the Motor City.

Ohio: The Buckeye State is a Midwestern gem. From lakeshore of the north through the central plains, you’ll find both industry and agriculture. Famously friendly, Ohio is a hub of technology and development with excellent universities!

Cleveland: Join a growing practice in an excellent community hospital between Cleveland and Erie, PA. Enjoy true quality of life in a desirable waterfront community in northeastern Ohio! Our client is a Top Workplace! This 200+ bed Cleveland Clinic affiliate serves 100,000 area residents with all the latest innovations. Physicians with an H1b visa are welcome! Earn a guaranteed base salary plus excellent benefits: paid relocation, a cash signing bonus, and student loan repayment too. Life along Lake Erie is full of opportunity! Settle into a diverse, affordable community surrounded by wineries and vineyards. Enjoy attractive golf courses, scenic trails and parks for cycling, running and horseback riding, plus yacht clubs, marinas and beaches. Live an hour from Cleveland (a metro area of two million+) with an international airport, professional sports, incredible shopping, concert venues, theaters, and museums.

New York City: A confident Rheumatologist is invited to purchase a thriving practice from a retiring doctor. This very busy practice is mainly office consults, minimal inpatient work – generating annual gross collections of $1M+ and providing a net income of $600K+ per year! This turnkey operation includes experienced staff and fully equipped office. Set your own hours, run your own practice, and earn more than double the average salary! Superb location is convenient for patients, and gives you access to all of the city’s amenities! If you want to practice independently, this is for you.

Gadsden, Alabama: Explore this thriving city in NE Alabama between Atlanta, Birmingham and Chattanooga! This 300+ bed hospital is expanding their Orthopedic Surgery group by adding a rheumatologist. If you are in fellowship, you can earn a stipend until graduation! Then, earn a competitive base salary and benefits like paid relocation, a cash signing bonus, productivity bonuses, and student loan repayment! Gadsden is a friendly, diverse community of 100,000+ enjoying easy access to international airports, major sports teams, concert and theater venues, golf courses, historic colleges, and shopping and dining galore. Nature lovers will be delighted in a region featuring picturesque lakes and streams and mountains with hiking and biking, kayaking and canoeing, and campsites from the most rustic to deluxe RVU parks. Choose from homes in town, suburban neighborhoods, or country living!

Lakeland/Winter Haven, central Florida: A physician-owned multi-specialty group seeks a 3rd rheumatologist in an exceptional suburban location between Tampa & Orlando. Join as an employee, earn a generous income with bonus and benefits – and a two year option for partnership! This is a challenging and rewarding practice with a mix of patients and a comp plan to reward physicians for their individual contributions. Enjoy the strength of an integrated delivery system with an internal referral network, EMR, and research capabilities! These are the official physicians for the local Detroit Tigers spring training program. Enjoy numerous local parks, easy access to the major theme parks, superb educational institutions, abundant local recreation, and pro sports too (NFL Tampa Bay Bucs, NBA Orlando Magic, NHL Tampa Bay Lightning, and MLB Tampa Bay Rays). There is no state income tax in Florida!

NOTE: New opportunities come up frequently! Get notified about updates by emailing the address below. Thank you!

Cal Weaver, CPC, Director of Recruitment, Acadia Physician Recruiters, LLC
Cal@AcadiaPR.com, www.AcadiaPR.com, 207-891-9003
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